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Martin J. Driskill <inthemindway@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 14, 2019 at 7:21 AM
To: "Fools Said I : Sergeant Lanier Joseph Rogers III" <ljrbabe@yahoo.com>

[ http://persons.fuckeduphuman.net/Lanier.Joseph.Rogers.III/ ] : Data directory container memespace applied onto the web for purposes to hold
and maintain a set location as a binding presence for the purpose of truth and trust upon human first, black male next as #BlackLivesMatter, name
at birth Lanier Joseph Rogers III, holding public official standing Sergeant within the San Bernardino Police Department as #PoliceLifesMatter.
This memespace location represents the Adinkra #Mpatapo, the knot the binds parties together involved in a conflict to draw upon the need to a
forum to work out negotiation and understanding to the goal of reconciliation/resolve of conflicted matter.  #Kramobone #Nsa #AkonaNtoso

There is no other information theory network on the web, that I am aware of,
that uses Adinkra symbols in a logical information scientific way at all, must less for the loft purposes of peace building. We are at an impasse because your side
chooses to hold a silence that cannot remain silent.  This matter will be documented inside this container for all of the public to discover -- what will happen in the
future will happen.  I make no predictions except for one, this concept here from African source wisdom is not my invention. The #Mpatapo binding is present bonded
and is only considered temporary  binding whole opening the debate and forum to reconciliation.

This function here does not exist in western culture society; but should be. You have your freedom and freewill to ignore this placement container for all of your days
to the end of your days if you so choose to keep this matter unresolved --- and in the course of events that are documented; persons are being harmed, injured, and
complete life collapse dead because of this open "intractable conflict" that your side chooses to remain standing ahd active -- and i chooses to terminate these
ability permanently..  we cannot proceed without a consent --- you are willing and able legally speaking as an officer of protect and serve to facilitate authority of
proceeding if you so care to be that role.  I have requested your assistance in writing, I will make that request in person, but you cannot I and forbid you to go on you
merry way without responding your position for he record of all-time human history -- I said what I said what was for the history books. I meant it.. No matter who,
what, or how it takes to get that message through to you -- an written position to perhaps to refer this matter to another person  to open that forum.  We can work this
out, if we really try.  Can we unite for the causes of true binding way peace?  Thank you.

Note: The domain of [ http://fuckeduphuman.net ] has been placed to be one of the web domains that content is taken from and applied onto actual Truthfinder
Background Check Reports --- that means that these binding web presence folders are considered a part of your digital footprint, you might want consider the
contents themselves to review and how such content might look to a casual explorer internet user interested in you for some reason. What does the content say
about you?  Are you a great reason to unite peace or are you that reason that continues conspiracy?
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